The family De Checchi founded the company S.Anselmo in the early '900 to produce clay facing bricks.

In 1970, the new industrial technique “soft mould” allows a true specialization for the production of facing bricks.

In the 1980 with the consolidated know-how, S.Anselmo has confirmed the market’s leadership for quality and diversification of the range. It was subsequently initiated a process for the acquisitions of clay building materials factories to complete the range and the services. In the last years S.Anselmo has expanded the business offering to the customers products and services by facility Branch Offices distributed worldwide.
To produce and offer added value through:
1. high quality materials
2. a recognised brand
3. elegant while technically flawless solutions
4. contributing to life quality and the Italian style

The buildings made with our bricks feature greater harmonization with the environment and enhanced match of architecture with living comfort.

Strong points:
- Quality
- Exclusive products
- Forefront technology
- High specialisation
- Excellent skills
- Business Services Worldwide

Produrre per offrire valore attraverso:
1. un’elevata qualità del materiale
2. il riconoscimento del marchio
3. l’elaborazione di soluzioni eleganti e tecnicamente ineccepibili
4. il nostro contributo alla qualità della vita e allo stile italiano

Punti di forza:
- Qualità
- Prodotto esclusivo
- Tecnologie d’avanguardia
- Elevata specializzazione
- Competenze eccellenti
- Servizi commerciali in tutto il mondo

Le realizzazioni abitative che utilizzano il nostro prodotto si caratterizzano per la migliore qualità del rapporto uomo-ambiente e per le superiori relazioni tra architettura e vivibilità.
Plant S.ANSELMO S.p.A.
Loreggia (PD) Italy
Output value € 11.000.000
Products Facing bricks, special pieces

Plant SOLANA
San Giovanni in Persiceto (BO) Italy
Output value € 30.000.000
Products Self-locking bricks, roman roof tiles, facing bricks

Plant VARDANEGA
Possagno (TV) Italy
Output value € 8.100.000
Products Clay bent roof tiles, double clay bent roof tiles

Plant SERENI COPERTURE
Martignana di Po’ (CR) Italy
Output value € 8.000.000
Products Roof tiles, tiles

Plant PALAGIO ENGINEERING
Strada in Chianti (FI) Italy
Output value € 4.000.000
Products Engineering, services, ventilated clay wall

Plant ARTILE - CUNIAL ANTONIO
Possagno (TV) Italy
Output value € 4.500.000
Products Roof tiles

Plant COTTO IMPRUNETA S.r.l.
Impruneta (FI) Italy
Output value € 6.000.000
Products Ventilated clay wall tiles, cotto for flooring, urban furnishing

Plant VIVATERRA
Greve in Chianti (FI) Italy
Output value € 15.100.000
Products Ventilated clay wall tile, cotto for flooring, urban furnishing

Plant COTTO IMPRUNETA S.r.l.
Impruneta (FI) Italy
Output value € 6.000.000
Products Ventilated clay wall tiles, cotto for flooring, urban furnishing

Plant IL PALAGIO
Strada in Chianti (FI) Italy
Output value € 7.600.000
Products Ventilated clay wall, cotto for flooring

Plant IL FERRONE
Greve in Chianti (FI) Italy
Output value € 3.300.000
Products Clay bent roof tiles, roman roof tiles, facing bricks

Plant ARTILE - CUNIAL ANTONIO
Treviso Italy
Output value € 11.300.000
Products Ventilated clay wall tiles, cotto for flooring, urban furnishing

Plant COTTO IMPRUNETA S.r.l.
Impruneta (FI) Italy
Output value € 6.000.000
Products Ventilated clay wall tiles, cotto for flooring, urban furnishing

Plant S.ANSELMO S.p.A.
Loreggia (PD) Italy
Output value € 11.000.000
Products Facing bricks, special pieces
S.ANSELMO
DE CHECCHI GROUP

a family business